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—— CREATING GREATER AWARENESS OF ENVIRONMENTALLY RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS PRACTICE —— 

Proudly associated with: 

T 
he results of a recent survey of environmentally 
aware travellers in the United States has      
raised some interesting findings about traveller 
perceptions and expectations  of ‘green’ hotels 

and resorts. 
    The study is undertaken by CMIGreen on an annual 
basis, and shows greater awareness of environmental 
issues among travellers and an increased level of expec-
tation in many respects. 
    Among the key findings of 
the survey are  that 75% of all 
travellers are sceptical about 
claims by operators of hotels 
and resorts while 72.1% of all 
travellers regard third-party 
certifications, green labels or 
other independent endorse-
ments the most trusted way 
of determining the  environ-
mental performance  of businesses. 
    Guest behaviour at hotels and resorts 
has also shown marked improvements 
with over 84% of those sur-
veyed having participated in 
energy-saving initiatives at 
hotels.  76% of the respond-
ents recycled their waste on 
holiday while 75% participat-
ed in water-saving initiatives 
at their selected establish-
ments. Convenience and 
visible messaging was           
regarded as the most significant contributing factor for 
this support. 
    Price, location and quality still remain the most     
important decision factors for travellers, but 22% of re-
spondents indicated that the environmental performance 
of the property sealed their choice. 
    Of the environmental performance initiatives         
undertaken by hotels and resorts, travellers felt that 
recycling, energy, water and the use of non-toxic clean-
ing materials  rated the highest consideration. Carbon off
-set initiatives rated the least important for these re-
spondents in the survey. 
    When offered the opportunity to participate in a hotel’s 
green programme, 85.7% of respondents in the survey 
indicated that they would.  This supports other studies 
that show efforts to raise awareness of their environmen-
tal performance and targets achieves greater response 
from guests than simply keeping quiet about it.  Accord-
ing to the Green Hotels Association in the USA, as many 
as 90% of guests at certified hotels participate in hotel 
towel and sheet re-use programmes as part of a formal 
EMS initiative. 
    When it came to certification brand recognition, Green 

Globe was the top brand in the survey.  
While a very high percentage of re-
spondents couldn’t name a specific 
certification mark, Green Globe out-
ranked all others in the survey.  
     Eighty–six percent of those surveyed considered an 
‘eco-friendly’ hotel as one that recycled waste, conserved 
energy and water and operated towel and linen re-use 

programmes.  38% felt that ‘green’ was a more im-
portant factor than brand or  grading when selecting 
their stay, while 28% said that they always got verifi-
cation of a hotel’s environmental self-claims before  
believing what they said.  
    On the meetings and events front, 72% stated that 
their companies actively work towards green meeting 

standards with a ban on bottled 
water (66%) and recycling pro-
grammes (62%) being the most 
considered elements.  
    The use of terminology such as 
‘green’ when promoting environ-
mentally responsible businesses 
only resonated with 14% of the     
respondents while businesses that 

focussed on ‘socially responsible’ in their marketing 
material attracted the attention of 63% of travellers. 
    Perhaps the most startling finding of this survey has 
been the fact that over 83% of those  surveyed felt that 
existing ‘green’ businesses needed to work harder at 
walking-the-talk.  The general feeling was that as many 
as 15% of all ‘green’ businesses greenwashed them-
selves in an effort to gain access to this lucrative market. 
 For a full copy of this report, visit the download section of the 
Heritage website.  

Latest green traveller study results released 

T 
able Mountain has made the shortlist of 28 
natural sites from around the world competing 
to be named one of the official “New7Wonders 
of Nature”. The final seven wonders will be 

determined entirely by votes from the public and the 
competition’s organisers hope to attract more than one 
billion voters across the globe. 
   Do your bit for SA and vote for Table Mountain.  SMS 
the word TABLE to 34874. An SMS costs R2.00 each 
and you can vote as often as you like, the voting will last 
into next year.  
   The world’s “New7Wonders of Nature” 
will be announced on 11 November 2011. 

SA’s Table Mountain 
makes shortlist 
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S ASOL (South African Coal, Oil and Gas Corporation), has flown the world’s first passen-
ger aircraft using 100% synthetic jet fuel which it developed itself.   
    Produced by the company’s coal-to-liquid process, the jet fuel is the first fully synthetic 

fuel to be approved for use in commercial airliners. 
    The test flight, from Lanseria, just outside Johannesburg to Cape Town, was part of the 
company’s 60th anniversary celebrations. 
    The synthetic jet fuel’s emissions are lower than those derived from crude oil due to its lim-
ited sulphur content.  Its compatibility with existing engine requirements means it can be used 
with existing conventional crude oil-derived jet fuelling systems.  
    In 1998, Sasol’s use of a 50% synthetic jet fuel component, blended with petroleum kero-
sene was approved by global aviation authorities.  Today, most of the aircraft leaving OR   
Tambo International Airport use this fuel. 

Source: Sunday Times, 26 September 2010  

SA’s Sasol develops green jet fuel 

Greenwashing - fact or myth! 

I t may have taken us a while, but consumers are at last waking up to the 
importance of selecting products and services that are environmentally 
friendly and have less impact on the earth.       
    And, in keeping with the basic laws of economics, where demand 

leads, supply will follow.  Suppliers of goods and services worldwide are devel-
oping ‘greener’ products or adapting their operations to appear more environ-
mentally friendly.  But is the commitment of suppliers to environmental aware-
ness equal to their desire to sell their product or service?  The answer, sadly, is 
usually “No” and in many cases, unknown to the average consumer, they are 
simply practicing what has become known as ‘greenwashing’. 
    The term ‘greenwashing’ was coined in the 1990’s by environmental activists 
to describe the steps taken by particular-
ly global corporations to portray them-
selves as environmentally responsible in 
order to mask environmental wrong-
doings, much the way ‘whitewashing’ 
alludes to covering up flaws.    
    Today, greenwashing has taken quite 
a predominant place in the ever-growing 
list of dubious marketing practices.  
Terms such as ‘organic’, 
‘environmentally friendly’ and ‘natural’ 
have become the marketing mantras of 
companies selling anything from batter-
ies to buildings. The environmentally aware traveller represents the fastest 
growing travel niche market worldwide and international tourists in particular 
often choose to eat or stay at an environmentally responsible establishment 
because it promotes good environmental business practice. The industry is 
slowly catching on to this lucrative market and today, greenwashing is alive 
and well in tourism.   
    There are certainly those organisations that have made a genuine commit-
ment to sound environmental practice and they tend to walk-the-talk when it 
comes to reducing their environmental impacts, but greenwashing is more 
common that we think.  A recent survey conducted in the US randomly select-

ed 1018 consumer products that claimed some level of environmental friendli-
ness in their marketing or packaging.  A staggering 1008 (99%) of these prod-
ucts were in fact guilty of greenwashing because they could not stand up to 
scrutiny.  The researching organisation, TerraChoice Environmental Marketing, 
identified six areas in which products or services are falling short of being as 
‘green’ as they claim.  This is what they called the “six sins of greenwashing”.   
    But critics of this issue ask how can a nation with our crime and poverty be 
worrying about whether businesses are stretching the truth about tree-
hugging? Bluntly put, if we loose more wetlands or if the coastline begins to be 
overtaken by the ocean through global warming as predicted, the resulting 
unemployment and loss of property will make the current economic climate 

look downright peachy by comparison.  
Add to that the growing health hazards 
of carbon emissions, toxic gases 
caused by landfill sites and dirty water 
through unmanaged discharges and you 
have a humanitarian disaster brewing.  
This is not just about trees.     
     We don’t tolerate politicians lying 
about spending or receiving; about 
products claiming performance they 
don’t deliver or paying for two items and 
only getting one! So consumers are 
demanding the truth about the environ-

mental practices of the companies they support.  Businesses must be held 
accountable for their environmental impacts and the best way to achieve this is 
by withholding their support and changing buying patterns.   
    There are truly responsible companies forging the way in our marketplace 
and many have implemented international standards and been certified 
through external verification of their performance.   
    But  sadly, they remain the minority of the available product on the market 
and unless more companies get ‘with the programme’, consumers will start 
asking the question “Is this product or service really environmentally friendly – 
and how do I know?” 

The hidden trade-off, for example, would be marketing energy 
saving lamps that contain hazardous materials – what’s the 
point?  Make sure when you save with one hand you aren’t in 
fact destroying with the other.   

To get the full set of ’sins’, visit our webpage at www.heritagesa.co.za    

The six sins of greenwashing 

1.	The	sin	of	hidden	trade‐off	
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Water usage aggravating worldwide crisis 
According to a report, the amount of water used to manufacture food and goods imported by developed coun-
tries is aggravating water shortages in the developing world. The report, focused on the UN, states that two-
thirds of the water used to make UK imports is used outside its borders. 
    Forecasts suggest that when the world’s population exceeds eight billion in 20 years’ time, the global demand 
for food and energy will increase by 50% with the need for fresh water rising by 30%.  According to professor 
Peter Guthrie, head of the Centre for Sustainable Development at Cambridge University, the growing demand 
from developed countries is putting severe strain on areas that are already short of water. 
    For example, embedded in a pint of beer is approximately 74 litres of water – the entire amount needed to 
grow the ingredients and run all the processes that make the pint of beer. 
 
The world’s most contaminated places 
From the highways of Los Angeles to the Citarum River of Bandung in Indonesia, earth’s most polluted city of 
Linfen in China, to the streets of London, the world is laden with man-made pollution.  Chemical, air, water and 
oil pollution ruin the environment, cause premature deaths, spoil the world’s resources and worsen climate 
change. 
    Linfen, China is the most polluted city on earth.  According to Mother Nature Network, if one puts laundry out 
to dry, it will turn black before it has finished drying.  Located in China’s coal belt, spending one day in Linfen is 
equivalent to smoking three packs of cigarettes.  Three million people are affected by Linfen’s coal and particu-
lates pollution, which is residue from automobile and industrial emissions. 
    According to the American Lung Association, Los Angeles is the city with the most polluted ozone.  The 
average ozone level in Los Angeles is 138.8 and the average particulates level is 16.8.  The California Air Re-
sources Board states that 18,000 deaths a year are “premature deaths” caused by air pollution. 
    With more than 6,800 oil spills, which amounts to 300 spills a year, roughly one spill a day, and nine to thir-
teen million barrels of oil spilled over 50 years, the Niger Delta remains one of the most oil-polluted locations on 
the planet.  The nine to thirteen barrels of oil has been spilled into the third largest wetland on the planet. Due to 
continuously ruptured pipelines and the presence of oil contaminates, the Delta’s mangroves, rivers, and wildlife 
is perpetually damaged.  The United States imports eight percent of its oil from Nigeria, which is almost half of 
the country’s oil spill production.  Nigeria is the fifth largest supplier of oil to the United States.  Shell has stated 
that 90% of spills are caused by militant thieves who access the pipelines to steal oil. 
     Greater London has experienced some of the worst air pollution worldwide as a result of car, factory, agri-
culture and house pollution.  The life expectancy of Britons has been reduced by nine years due to air pollution.  
Britain is considered to be Europe’s greatest releaser of nitrogen oxides, exposing 1.5 million people to unsafe 
qualities of the pollution.  According to a report from Parliament, 50,000 people die prematurely each year due 
to man-made air pollution. 
     Citarum, Indonesia hosts the most polluted river on the planet, the Citarum River.  With nearly five million 
residents living near the river, Citarum is a main water source. 
Metal mining and smelting company, Doe Run Peru has contaminated La Oroya in Peru.  Over 35,000 of La 
Oroya residents have been affected by lead, zinc, copper and sulphur dioxide pollution from the company’s 
metal mining and processing.  According to Time, 99 percent of the mining town’s children have blood levels 
that surpass suitable limits of exposure. 
    Russia’s Lake Karachay region is considered to be the most polluted location on earth.  This Russian nucle-
ar weapon production site turned Soviet Union nuclear dumping location has 120 million curies of radioactivity.  
This radiation level is equivalent to a lethal dose after merely an hour of exposure.  According to NRDC, it is 
also equal to dumping all of the waste tanks at Washington’s Hanford Reservation into a 30-acre lake.  In true 
environmental crime fashion, the radiation has infiltrated the region’s groundwater supply. 

  Global roundup 

S 
outh Africa’s long awaited Con-
sumer Protection Act (Act 68 of 
2008) which should have come 
into effect in September has now 

been postponed to March 2011.  The act is 
a wake-up call to businesses intentionally 
misleading the public by claiming to be 
something they are not. 
    Central to the act, is the public’s protec-
tion against unfair labeling or the use of 
misleading trade descriptions.  This in-
cludes the use of any description of a ser-
vice or product that could mislead the con-
sumer into believing the product or services 
meet their needs or expectations.   
    Commonly used terminology such as 
‘green’; ‘environmentally responsible’; 
‘sustainable’; eco-friendly’ and others com-
monly used by businesses to sell their ser-
vices or products will be regarded as mis-
leading unless the company is able to 
demonstrate compliance with a recognised 
or generally accepted standard of perfor-
mance.   

    While this section of the act may be 
widely interpreted and could be challenged 
in certain respects, the use of misleading 
terminology or ‘green washing’ in the case 
of products that claim certain standards in 
respect of their environmental performance 
falls fully within the terms of the act. 
    In effect, this section of the Act prevents 
any ‘retailer’ (defined as a person who, in 
the ordinary course of business, supplies 
goods to consumers) from making any mis-
leading statement to consumers, designed 
to influence or pander to their expectations 
and which could result in complaints. 
     In-line with the European Union stand-
ards for environmental labeling, the act 
strengthens the terms and objectives of the 
Lomé Convention, a trade and aid agree-
ment between the European Community 
and 71 developing African, Caribbean, and 
Pacific countries.   
    The act applies to any products sold or 
provided in South Africa from whatever 
source - even if the business is owned or 
operated internationally.  Companies or 
individuals found contravening the act will 
be severely fined and on the receiving end 
of tough litigation.   
    Be warned…be accurate! 

CPA delayed to 2011 
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Y ou’ve probably seen waste floating in a river or being washed down 
storm water drains and channels during stormy seasons. And after-
wards noticed that this waste just disappears. Have you ever won-

dered where it goes if not to a landfill? A river, sewer or beach does not 
capture everything the rain washes away. In fact, earth's largest landfill isn't 
even on land at all! 
    The Great Pacific Ocean Garbage Patch, also known as the Pacific Trash 
Vortex, is considered to be the world’s biggest ‘landfill’ site located within 
earth’s largest ocean - the Pacific Ocean. The patch’s existence had been 
speculated by numerous scientists and oceanography experts since 1988, 
however it was not confirmed until Charles J. Moore, a California-based sea 
researcher, stumbled across the patch during 1997 while on his way home 
from a sailing race.  The ‘patch’ is in fact larger that the continental USA. 

     The garbage patch is a swirling 
vortex of plastic materials including 
bags, bottles and other waste mate-
rials that stretches for hundreds of 
miles across the North Pacific 
Ocean.  Forming a nebulous, float-
ing junkyard on the high seas, it is 
estimated to be the size of a conti-
nent. In 2008, California’s Algalita 
Marine Research Foundation found 

that in certain areas the water’s plastic content outnumbers plankton by 48 
to one. It is estimated that the patch consists of 3.5 million tons of trash, 
90% of which is plastic debris that is swirling between Japan and the west 
coast of United States of America. 
     But just how has this happened? When waste, is thrown away it is sup-
posed to end up in a landfill site, however when it rains this waste is washed 
down storm water drains as well as natural and man-made channels into 
streams which feed into rivers. The natural course of all rivers ends when 
they flow into the ocean. In turn, oceans circulate water via currents gener-
ated by a combination of the earth’s uneven heat patterns and wind cur-
rents.  
     When these currents collide, huge spirals of seawater called gyres or 
vortexes are formed. Of the five or six existing gyres, the largest by far is the 
North Pacific Subtropical Gyre, filling most of the space between Japan and 
California. The upper part, which lies a few 
hundred miles north of Hawaii, is where 
warm water from the South Pacific crash-
es into the cooler water from the north. 
Known as the North Pacific Subtropical 
Convergence Zone - this is where the 
waste collects and continuously circulates.  
     Most of the waste is a combination of 
plastic materials, free-floating fishing nets, 
chemical sludge and other debris. The rest 
comes from recreational boaters, offshore 
oil rigs and large cargo ships - which annually drop an estimated 10,000 
steel containers into the sea, filled with unwanted trash such as computer 
monitors, tyres and even resin pellets.  

     The majority of these materials are extremely persistent and do not natu-
rally decompose - and include the worst offenders -  plastics which are non-
biodegradable as the microbes that break down other substances  do not 
recognise plastic as a food source.  
     Sunlight does eventually ‘photo-degrade’ the bonds in plastic polymers, 
reducing it to smaller and smaller pieces, but plastic really never goes away; 
it just becomes microscopic, worsening the problem.  
     The waste may take several years to reach the garbage patch depending 
on the continent it comes from. Either way, it can be a six or seven year 
journey before it's spinning around in the garbage patch.  Add to this the fact 
that fishing nets and steel containers and other debris are often dropped 
right in with the rest of the swirling trash and you have a recipe for environ-
mental disaster. 
     ‘So what’s the problem’ you may ask?  Simply put, the problem is that it 
should not be there in the first place! Man-made, unnatural materials are 
polluting this area and destroying natural eco-systems and bio-diversity. 
Seaborne debris threatens environmental health in several ways: 

 Fishing nets are used in the capture of marine products, however 
when these nets are dumped at sea they end up entangling other 
animals such as seals and sea turtles in a phenomenon known as 
"ghost fishing," - often drowning them. With more fishermen from 
developing countries now using plastic as a low cost and high dura-
bility fishing material, many abandoned nets can continue fishing on 
their own for months or years. 

 Small surface debris including plastic resin pellets are tiny industrial-
used graduals of plastic used in the manufacturing of larger plastic 
materials and products. These pellets often become lost during trans-
portation, washing through the watershed with other plastics and 
ending up in the ocean. They tend to float there and eventually photo
-degrade, but that takes many years. These pellets wreak havoc with 
bird life and fish, often killing them. Birds and fish caught in this area 
very often have pieces of plastics lodged in their stomachs, since 
plastic contains no nutrients and does not pass through these crea-
tures.  

 Photo-degradation is the breakdown of floating debris through contin-
ued exposure to sunlight. As these materials break-down, the water 

thickens with suspended plastic bits. Plastics 
contain a variety toxic chemicals (such as bi-
sphenol-A) which have been linked to numer-
ous environmental and health issues including 
cancer. Furthermore, these plastics bits have 
the ability to absorb pre-existing organic pollu-
tants such as PCBs from surrounding seawater. 
If ingested by marine life, these chemicals can 
bio-accumulate and eventually filter through the 
food chain to humans.  
    So, if you are still in any doubt about where 

our river waste goes, Google the subject and have a good look at what is 
happening in the middle of the ocean.  Also, consider the impact that our 
waste has on our own ocean areas! 

Written by: Ian Dennis 

Ever wondered where waste goes to ‘die’? 
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 We are pleased top welcome the following  

new members to the Heritage Programme: 
 
Hotels and resorts: 
Palazzo Hotel - Fourways, Sandton 
Cape Grace Hotel - V&A Waterfront  
Southern Sun Hotels - South Africa 
Intercontinental Hotels - South Africa 
StayEasy Hotels - South Africa 
Garden Court Hotels - South Africa 
Southern Sun Lifestyle Resorts 
 
Private game reserves 
Motswari Private Game Reserve 
 

 
GreenLine  
Duinepos Chalets - Langebaan 
Sandpiper Cottages - Mossel Bay 
Cape Heritage Hotels - Cape Town 
Dongola Country House - Constantia 
Olive Gardens Country Lodge - Robertson 
 
Green business 
Glenrand MIB - Randburg 
SAB World of Beer - Johannesburg 
Craison Hygiene - Pretoria 
Dr Power - Johannesburg 
Managed Care Environmental Solutions - Jhb 
Oasys Innovations - Johannesburg 

 
Casino’s & gaming 
Gold Reef City Casino - Johannesburg 
The Ridge Casino - Emahlahleni (Witbank) 
Montecasino - Sandton 
Sun Coast Casino - Durban 
Hemingways Casino -  East London 
Emnotweni Casino -  Emnotweni (Nelspruit) 
Black Rock Casino - Newcastle 
Caledon Casino -  Caledon 
 
 
Full details of these members - and all other  
members of the Heritage Programme, please 
visit our website and select ‘Our Members’. 
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Meet your Heritage audit team! 

Over the past year, the Heritage audit team has expanded considerably to meet 
business demands.  We are pleased to introduce our ‘new’ team members. 

 
Mike Munro, GreenLine programme manager 
Mike brings 12 years in eco-tourism and accommodation 
experience to Heritage’s GreenLine programme. His passion 
for natural history and sustainability is what has drawn him to 
the role of assisting smaller accommodation businesses to 
becoming as environmentally responsible as possible. 
 

Ruan Spies, senior environmental consultant 
Ruan is currently studying for a B.Sc. degree (Environmental 
Science).  He has more than four years’ experience in the   
environmental industry having practiced first as an environ-
mental officer for Sun International and later as an environ-
mental impact assessment consultant. His key focus areas 
are environmental risk assessments and legal requirements. 
Ruan also has good workable knowledge of environmental 
impact studies and related processes. 
Louwrens van der Merwe, environmental consultant 
Louwrens completed a B.Com degree (Corporative Commu-
nications and Tourism Management) through the University 
of the North-west. He continued his studies to complete a     
Master’s degree (tourism management) in 2008, focusing on 
the socio-economic impacts of South Africa’s biggest arts 
festival. He then pursued a career as a sustainable tourism 
lecturer in the Vaal Triangle, after which he joined the      
Heritage team where he is consulting on sustainable practic-
es. 
Matthew Wiese, environmental consultant 
Matthew Wiese completed his undergraduate B.Sc. Studies 
(geography with environmental management) at the Universi-
ty of Johannesburg.  He also completed his post graduate 
B.Sc. Hons (Geographic Information Systems and Environ-
mental Management) cum laude at the University of the 
North West Potchefstroom Campus. He has a keen affinity 
for the outdoors and a passion for all matters environmental, 
especially renewable energies. 
Ian Dennis, environmental consultant 
Ian Dennis, an undergraduate student from the University of 
Johannesburg achieved a B.Sc. degree (Geography with 
Environmental Management), as well as a post graduate 
B.Sc. Hons (Geography with Environmental Manage-
ment).  Ian is a keen, enthusiastic and young environmental-
ist with a passion for effective environmental protection and 
conservation. 
Bradley McManus, intern 
Bradley joins the Heritage team as an intern. A keen water-
polo player and golfer he plans to learn as much as he can 
about environmental management before he starts his    
studies.  

Heritage has moved! 
Heritage has moved to more spacious offices in Highveld Technopark  
Centurion. 
 
Our physical address: 
Unit 8, Ground Floor East, Cambridge Office Park, 5 Bauhinia Avenue,  
Highveld Technopark, Centurion 
 
Postal address:  
PO Box 7119, Centurion, 0046 
 
Website: www.heritagesa.co.za 

We’ve had a makeover 

A 
fter three years, Heritage has recently re-vitalised it’s web pres-
ence by unveiling a new-look site with enhanced features. 
    The new-look site - a cooperative effort between Heritage and 
Christo Heuer Projects in Centurion is attracting a lot of attention 

thanks to improved listing on the web and more user-friendly features. 
    The Heritage site offers visitors and members more information on the 
programme than ever before together with a host of downloadable data and 
marketing material.  Each member of the programme is now featured on its 
own page on the site as well as in the electronic and downloadable Re-
sponsible Travel and Accommodation Guide and Responsible Traveller 
Magazine. 
    Members of the programme also have a more functional performance 
monitoring system as well as a range of unique and exclusive services such 
as a fully functional Legal Resource Centre; EMS Manual: posters and 
awareness materials and other handy services. 
    For the newly released GreenLine Responsible Tourism Programme, the 
new-look site makes registration and certification to the standard as close 
as your keyboard, and this represents a new approach by Heritage towards 
questionnaires and administration. 
    “While the site is still under development in many ways, we are pleased 
with this new face and we look forward to developing our web presence 
even further in the coming years” says Neal Dickinson, operations director. 

Reaction unit to fight rhino poaching 

T 
he recent rise in rhino poaching and the public outcry has resulted 
in SA’s department of water and environmental affairs setting up 
an interim national wildlife crime reaction unit (NWCRU) to detect 
and investigate the smuggling of wildlife and wildlife products - 

particularly rhino-related products. 
  To date, about 227 rhino have been killed and it is predicted that this 

number will rise to over 300 by the end of 2010, the highest number in 
decades - higher than the natural growth rate of 6.6 per-
cent. 

      Rhino horns fetch up to R429 000 per kilogram on 
the black market. Each horn can weigh around eight kilo-
grams. The biggest destination for the horns is east and 
south-east Asia, where the horns are wrongly believed to 
have medicinal properties.  
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 Green Globe Certification introduced its Green Globe Partner 
(China) Greater China Region, Eco Leadership Pte Ltd, and 
Hospitality & Tourism TÜV Rheinland Asia/Pacific group dur-
ing this year’s PATA Travel Mart held during September at 
The Venetian Macao-Resort-Hotel, Macau SAR.  

     The new partnership, which arose from increased interest  
 from Asian travel and tourism companies, will cover the entire 
 Asian region with representative offices in Singapore, Bali,  
 Hong Kong, Korea, Thailand and Japan.  

 Movenpick Hotels and Cruise Lines have recently signed 
an international agreement with Green Globe which will see 
its 70 hotels and cruise ships certified within 18 months. 

 Green Globe Certification will be participating in the follow-
ing international trade shows in 2011 to promote sustainability 
and represent their members: 
 Caribbean Market Place (Jamaica) 
 ITB (Berlin) 
 IMEX (Frankfurt) 
 PATA (New Delhi) 
 WTM (London) 

G reen Globe International, Inc. is to move operations and 
management of the Green Globe brand back to Green 
Globe Limited, a U.K. corporation that owns the brand, and 

to sell a controlling interest in the brand to one or more third parties 
recognised in the industry who would manage the brand’s activities 
going forward.   This would allow the public company to more effi-
ciently pursue emerging opportunities in the green space within the 
United States and in other underserved regions overseas. Green 
Globe International, an 88% majority owner of Green Globe Limited, 
intends to maintain a minority interest in the brand and is currently 
working to establish a current value for the Green Globe brand.  
    “In acquiring majority interest in the Green Globe brand in Febru-
ary 2008 , the company took on a major task, with licensees and 
affiliates around the world, all with differing license and affiliate 
agreements covering cert in territories and with individual rights and 
responsibilities,” said ceo and managing director Steven R. Peacock. 
“Since the acquisition, there has been a period of renegotiation with 
existing brand stakeholders, as well as the signing of new licensees 
for certification, environmental auditing , consulting, and other brand 
services.  

    “Management believes that now is 
the time to move operations of the 
brand back to Green Globe Limited, 
while retaining an ownership percent-
age, in order to separate the focus 
and goals of the public company from 
that of the brand and to allow it to 
move freely and quickly to take ad-
vantage of opportunities in the U.S. 
market and in underserved regions 
abroad. The move is expected to 

strengthen the balance sheet of the public company without a sub-
stantial impact on current revenue streams. For the brand, it be-
comes a private company once again with a management team 
known, respected and cap able of managing a globally recognized 
brand with licensees, affiliates and clients around the world. 
    “Certain members of the advisory team have already started the 
process of establishing an evaluation of the brand for purposes of 

discussion with the founders 
and Green Globe International’s 
valued licensee, Green Globe 
Certification, as well as seeking 
out interest from outside parties. 
Updates on the progress of this 
transition and the strategy for 
the public vehicle going forward 
will be forthcoming. It is ex-
pected that this process will be 
relatively short.” 
    The Green Globe brand and 
programme, which traces its 
roots back to the United Nations 
Rio de Janeiro Earth Summit in 
1992, where 182 heads of state 
endorsed the Agenda 21 princi-
ples of sustainable develop-
ment, has primarily been used 

in the travel and tourism industry but is now being expanded to in-
clude a growing number of environmentally responsible businesses 
in a variety of market sectors. The Green Globe brand is an ideal 
symbol for the world’s increasing awareness of environmental re-
sponsibility and response to global climate change. 

Global snippets   

Green Globe brand reverts to UK parent 

G 
reen Globe’s Partner (China) Ltd. has launched the complete trans-
lation of the internationally-recognised Green Globe Standard v1.3 
for sustainable operation and management, as well as supporting 
documentation for environmental consultants and auditors. The 

Chinese language edition of the Green Globe Standard provides businesses 
and government organisations across the greater China region, access to the 
key criteria that define internationally-accepted sustainability practice. 
    According to Green Globe Certification ceo Guido Bauer: “We are pleased 
to   announce that the Chinese version of the Green Globe Standard v1.3 has 
been   published and ready for all businesses in the greater China region. We 
regard this initiative by our preferred partner in China as a significant mile-
stone for the implementation of Green Globe certification and verification”.  
    “From now on, the language barrier has been removed; the Chinese ver-
sion of the standard effectively promotes and encourages businesses to aim 
for the most prestigious certification system for sustainability in the greater 
China region. This is a timely new initiative to assist travel and tourism busi-
nesses, as well as related enterprises, to move another step toward a com-
mitment to our invaluable environment through conservation and sustainable 
practices, says Green Globe Partner (China) Ltd. ceo Steven Cheung.  

Standard now available in Chinese 

Green Globe international news 

Geofrey Lipman  
chairman of Green Globe Limited 

Guido Bauer 
CEO GG Certification 



F 
unny how when you are talking about critical decisions about the 
world, it always comes down to money!  Love might make the 
world go round, but clearly, it’s hard cash that decides which way 
it will spin.   

  Protecting the environment might be something that’s been around 
for years, but it is only now that ecosystems are hitting the big guys were 
it hurts – in their bank accounts – that leaders are finally taking notice. 
  Climate change has been a hot topic for a few years now, but not 
everyone agrees that we should take notice of it.  Many believe that cli-
mate change is a natural process and the world is ‘just doing its thing’,  
however reports have come out showing the effects of how destroying our 
natural resources is costing the human race more than we’ll like it too.   
  Sure, drilling big holes to oil wells is making money now. But degra-
dation of the earth’s ecosystems and biodiversity due to deforestation 
alone has cost humans between $1.9 to $4.5 trillion a year in natural 
capital.  That’s a big ‘pie’ and you can guarantee everyone is trying to 
work out how to get a slice. 
  Unfortunately this isn’t like the old days were you could slap-on some 
solar panels to the roof of your factory, insulate a few walls and declare 
yourself ‘green.’  The ole ‘green’ wagon wheeled its way off the cliff a 
while ago; today you’ve got to go ‘ecological’ in every aspect of your busi-
ness. 
  Companies are not 
only investing in figuring 
out what their carbon 
footprint is, but they are 
bargaining for it. Carbon 
trading, forest emissions 
and water have become 
the new playing chips for 
the world. You might 
laugh now, but the way 
things are going, your 
children could be buying 
stock shares in ecosys-
tems.  
  So why the sudden change in thinking? It was only a few decades 
ago those huge commercial companies were all too happy bulldozing 
environmentalists tied to trees. Well, since then, they’ve discovered that 
those trees were part of a bigger organism: Mother Nature. A good exam-
ple of this is the Amazon forest which after years of research has been 
shown to act as nature’s freshwater pumps. 
  The Amazon alone generates and pumps into the atmosphere some 
8 trillion tons of water a year. This feeds into an aerial belt of water vapour 
that connects tropical forests across the globe. Bulldozing the rainforest 
therefore affects the rainfall from South America to Tibet, generating - for 
example, water scarcity in Brazil, where the energy supply sector is 70% 
dependent on hydropower. Just another perfect example of Newton’s 
theory – you chop trees here, your water gets less there. 
  This is just one example – the Stern Report on the economics of 
climate change brought to point that extreme weather conditions created 
a loss of $200 billion in 2005 alone. China’s Yangtze River floodplain not 
only affected 250 million people but also caused $250 billion in losses. 
 In conclusion, companies could lose millions, if not billions due to the 
depletion of ecosystems.  
  On the other hand, they could also make millions if they change their 
strategy. Not only in saving by making services and products more effi-
cient by learning from nature, but also by investing and realising the future 
of economics.  
  New markets are emerging in the ecosystem space, with carbon 
trading being forecast to reach $120 billion in 2010. Biodiversity isn’t 
doing too badly at $3.4 billion, and water, forest carbon not far behind. 
  But you don’t have to be a big gun to benefit – small and medium 
companies have a lot to benefit and have a higher chance of reducing 
their footprint – since it wasn’t large to start off with. 
  It seems everybody has a price; including Mother 
Nature. 

Source: Bio-Zine eNewsletter (www.southafricanbiodioversity.com) 
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The knowledge centre 

Mother Nature Mother Nature Mother Nature ---   pure economics?pure economics?pure economics?   

K undiza will soon be scheduling and presenting a range of webinars on 
various environmental topics such as: 
 Global environmental issues made easy 
 Recycling principles and practices 
 Be water wise 
 Energy efficiency 
 Go green at home 
 What is responsible tourism? 

 
But, what on earth is a webinar?   
Webinars are live lectures presented over the Internet to anyone who wants to 
attend them.  They are a great way to reach people who want training or infor-
mation on specific topics but may not be able to travel in order to attend face-to 
face training.  Very simply, you watch a presentation and listen to the lecturer 
talking about the topic live on a computer, just as if you were attending a live 
lecture.  Webinars are usually quite short, about an hour long, and provide time 
for questions afterward. 
 
How do I register to attend a webinar?   
When you receive a webinar email invitation, just click the registration link and 
follow the steps.  A confirmation email will be sent to you after you have suc-
cessfully registered.  You must register at least 24 hours before the Webinar is 
scheduled to begin.  A reminder email will be sent to you closer to the time 
which will also allow you to add the event to your calendar in one click.  You 
can join the     webinar at the scheduled time by clicking the “Join a Webinar” 
button on your confirmation email. 
 
Can I ask the presenter questions?   
You may type your questions into the question box which will appear on your 
screen while the webinar is being presented.  The presenter will be able to read 
the questions and verbally answer them during question time at the end of the 
webinar. 
 
How many people can attend?  
There is no real limit to the number of people who may watch a webinar as 
Webinars can be presented to 1 000 computers at a time to anyone anywhere 
in the world! 
 
What does a webinar cost?   
A one hour webinar will cost you R350 to attend.  Once you receive the webinar 
schedule, decide which webinar/s you want to attend.  Make a direct deposit or 
EFT payment to Kundiza and forward us the proof of payment.  Once we re-
ceive that, we will send you the invitation and the registration to link to join the 
webinar. 

Join the programme! 
If you are not yet a member of this exciting training programme, we hope that 
the current members and their experiences will inspire you to join up with 
us.   Please contact us at: lourina@kundiza.co.za for further information. 

New webinar service soon 
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T 
he savannah landscape is vast and expansive, capturing within it 
tales of South African history, settlements, palace sites and expla-
nations to what the world was like 400 years ago. It reveals the 
development of social and political structure from past-times and 

holds the secrets of human values between AD900 and 1300. 
    There is only one place on the earth that traded through the East African 
ports with Arabia and India and is a remarkable testimony to the growth and 
then collapse of what was, during its prime, the largest kingdom in the Afri-
can sub-continent. The remains graphically illustrate the impact of climate 
change and it is a clear record of a culture that became vulnerable to irre-
versible change. These are just a few of the reasons why the Mapungubwe 
cultural landscape is one of South Africa's World Heritage 
Sites. 
    Over a thousand years ago the area was one of the 
most powerful African Iron Age states and dominated 
South Africa. Since then it has been officially made a 
National Park (Vhembe Dongola National Park) by 
SANParks in 1995 due to its significance in biodiversity. 
In 2003 it was declared a World Heritage Site. 
    Today this ecosystem, its history and its landscape is 
waging a legal battle and is being threatened by an inva-
sion of drills, bulldozers and destruction. Coal of Africa 
Limited (CoAL) has recently been given permission to construct underground 
coal mines within less than six km of the national park and adjacent to the 

World Heritage Site. 
    On 3 August 2010, a coalition of civil society organisations came together 
and launched interdict proceedings against the mining company. On 5 Au-
gust the 'Green Scorpions' issued a compliance notice to CoAL as it had no 
environmental authorisation, as stated by the NEMA, to perform certain 
activities. Just a few of these activities included construction of roads, stor-
age of dangerous goods and the construction of a sludge dam. For now all 
construction has been ceased within the mining area. 
    If the mining process is allowed to continue on its current application, a 
variety of environmental disasters will happen. On biodiversity alone, the 
current application makes no commitments towards rehabilitation of ecosys-
tems and species once it has destroyed them. It (the company) also has 
made no commitment to ensuring that endangered species will be protected 
during its activities. CoAL doesn't give any consideration to water use or 
conservation, nor does it consider the possibility of water pollution or acid 
mine damage, despite the fact that acid mine water has become a recent 
headline topic in Johannesburg. 
    CoAL hadn’t even received its water license when it started construction 
and development in the Vele Colliery.  In CoAL's release it maintains that all 
activities are within the rights of the New Order Mining Right issued to CoAL 
by the department of mineral resources on 19 March 2010. CEO John 
Wallington said in a press release that it expects the construction in the Vele 
Colliery will continue within weeks, not months. 
    "The goal is to reopen the mine as soon as possible. We need to make 
sure the measures we have in place are sufficient to deal with the concerns 
of the public and the department,"  Wall ington said.  
    Wallington went on to state that the mine on its own will not damage the 

site whatsoever.  "The country really needs to find the 
balance between mines in sensitive areas and ensuring 
the environmental sustainability thereof," he said. 
    "Even with the best environmental controls, the environ-
mental degradation caused by coal mining, similar to that 
around Witbank, will kill any hopes of growing tourism, 
both international and local, to this prime pristine area of 
Africa," said Mopane Bush Lodge operator Paul Hatty. 
    "Anglo Coal has already purchased four farms even 
closer to the national park and heritage site, and three 
other farms next to the Mapungubwe National Park's 

entrance show promising signs of exploitable coal," Hatty says. 
Bio-Zine eNewsletter (www.southafricanbiodioversity.com)  

Mapungubwe: World Heritage Site and national park or coal mine? 

I 
nvasive alien plants now infest 20-million hec-
tares of South Africa - an area twice as large 
as previously estimated.  
 The shock finding comes from an agricultural 

research council (ARC) report commissioned by 
water affairs.  The ARC had briefed the department 
on the new estimate at a Working for Water (WfW) 
implementation meeting earlier this month. 
  Invasive alien vegetation, including various 
species of wattle, pine, poplar, weeping willow, 
gum trees, hakea and prickly pear, among others, 
pose a serious threat to South Africa's water sup-
ply, as well as the country's agricultural potential 
and biodiversity. 
  If the 20-million hectares of alien invasive 
vegetation across the country could be condensed 
into a single area, it would form a dense, impene-
trable thicket about twice the size of the Kruger 
National Park. 
  When asked how long it would take to clear 
the alien vegetation, and what this would cost, the 
spokesperson for the department gave a 

"conservative" estimate of R34 billion over the next 
25 years. 
  According to the ARC report, over 600 000 
hectares (condensed area) of the Eastern Cape 
are infested with black, green and silver wattles, as 
are more than 300 000 hectares in KwaZulu-Natal. 
  The Eastern Cape has also lost over 200 000 
hectares to prickly pear, and the same area again 
to invasive Australian gums.  A further 250 000 
hectares of KwaZulu-Natal have also been taken 
over by the North American invader, Chromolaena 
odorata, more commonly referred to as "paraffin" 

bush because of the fire hazard it poses. 
  Poplars infest more than 150 000 hectares in 
the Free State, while prosopsis, better known as 
mesquite, takes up 350 000 hectares of the North-
ern Cape. On a national scale, black, green and 
silver wattles have taken over more than 1.6-million 
hectares of South Africa; gums occupy 1.4-million 
hectares; and a million hectares are under invasive 
pines and poplars (500 000 hectares each). 
  Other significant alien invasives listed in the 
report include lantana, syringa, queen of the night 
cactus, agave, guava, Spanish reed and sesbania. 
  In terms of current environment legislation, the 
land user is primarily responsible for management 
of their land, therefore land managers must take 
responsibility.  
  Surveys showed that clearing invasive alien 
plants from a watershed could increase the water 
yield significantly. This extra water could then be 
sold and the money used to offset the clearing 
costs.   Sapa, (www.southafricanbiodioversity.com)  

Invasive alien plants shock 
for water affairs  


